
The voice of the credit and collection industry.
ACA International
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Follow ACA:

community.acainternational.org @acaintl   @acacollector

facebook.com/acaintl linkedin.com   ACA International

The ACA International Brand
ACA International, the Association of Credit and Collection Professionals, is the comprehensive, knowledge-based 
resource for news, advocacy, education and proven success in the credit and collection industry. For more than 75 years, 
ACA has brought together third-party collection agencies, law firms, asset buying companies, creditors and vendor affiliates.

ACA’s powerful media brand engages industry members on their terms through print, Web and social media.

ACA Online is the first place credit and collection industry leaders look for the latest news and updates on critical issues 
affecting their businesses. ACA’s e-newsletter, ACA Daily, brings those important headlines—and more—to subscribers’ 
inboxes every day. The Hub online community draws business leaders together to discuss best practices and exchange ideas. 
And ACA’s award-winning Collector magazine, the industry’s premier publication, gives readers in-depth coverage of critical 
issues to help them grow their business and push the industry forward.

ACA also has a growing social media presence on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube. Our audience gets news and event 
updates in real time and has the opportunity to connect directly to their association.
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ACA’s advertising opportunities give you a chance to connect 
with our diverse audience through a variety of media. Plus, 

advertising revenue helps support ACA’s programs, 
services and initiatives, helping to sustain 

the credit and collection industry.

increase in @ACAIntl 
Twitter followers from 

2015 to 2016.

20%
in
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“We believe that the industry is going 
through changes, and that ACA and its 

advertising arm have made a commitment to 
helping its members and vendor members... 

ACA has been a steady source of information 
that has continued to serve its members, 

and we recognize that success 
and have chosen to associate 

ourselves with them.”

– Ranjan Dharmaraja,  
CEO, Quantrax 

Corporation
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The People  
Behind ACA 
International

ACA Events
ACA International’s  

Annual Convention & Expo
950+ attendees & exhibitors

ACA International’s  
Spring Forum & Expo

300+ attendees & exhibitors

ACA International’s  
Fall Forum & Expo

330+ attendees & exhibitors

“My company 
has attended ACA 
conferences many 

times. The materials 
covered in the class 

sessions are top notch. 
If you truly want to stay 

ahead of the game in 
collections, you need  

to be here.”

– Jeremy Phong, PDCflow

A Snapshot of the ACA Audience

President: 30%

Other: 4%

Asset Buyers: 7%

First Party or  
Billing Company: 8%

Law Firm: 6%

No Collections: 4%

Third-Party Collections: 88%

ACA International’s membership 
represents top companies from 
every sector of the accounts 
receivables management  
industry.

Because many member 
companies have more 
than one business line, 
percentages may  
exceed 100%.
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ACAinternational.org
ACA Online Advertising
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Numbers shown as of 2016.

154,000  752,000  54,000
Average monthly page views  Average monthly ad impressions Average monthly visits

 1,200 likes 
 2,500 followers
 7,500 members

ACA Online delivers breaking news and analysis to credit and collection 
industry leaders every day. Featuring more than 154,000 monthly page 
views, ACA Online is the go-to source of information for the best and the 
brightest in the credit and collection industry. 

ACA uses its growing social media presence on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook to drive a new audience 
to the articles published at ACA Online and in Collector magazine. Our stories are often picked up and aggregated by 
other social media users.

With ads averaging more than 752,000 impressions per month, ACA Online gives advertisers a dependable way to increase their visibility to 
their target audience. Linked ads rotate throughout all major pages of the website.

Rotating Advertising Rates
Duration  ACA Member  Nonmember
1 month  $400   $800
3 months  $800   $1,600
6 months  $1,200   $2,400
1 year  $2,000   $4,000

Increased Exposure
Rotating ads run throughout the website and do not necessarily appear in a set order. These ads receive virtually equal exposure unless an 
advertiser chooses to purchase additional ad slots, which will result in increased impressions. Advertisers may double their ad impressions 
by choosing the “2x exposure” option, triple their ad impressions by choosing the “3x exposure” options, etc.

Specifications
All rotating online ads submitted for ACA Online must abide by the following requirements. Graphic ads must be a 180x150 pixel GIF or 
JPEG with a file size no greater than 40 kb. Flash ads are not accepted. Email the graphic file to info@leonardmedia.com.

mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=ACA%20Online%20Advertising
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ACA Daily
E-Newsletter Advertising

Delivering credit and collection industry news headlines to executives every weekday 
morning, ACA Daily is ACA International’s indispensable e-newsletter. It features breaking 
industry news, compliance updates and association highlights for credit and collection 
professionals. Advertisers can reach 10,000 ACA Daily subscribers. Choose from one of two 
advertising options in ACA Daily: Graphic ads and sponsored content ads.

Graphic Ads
ACA Daily graphic ads run in each issue after the news stories and are hyperlinked to the 
advertiser’s designated Web page.

Sponsored Content Ads
Sponsored content gives you the opportunity to incorporate your company and brand 
into ACA Daily. The ads run within the ACA Daily story lineup and are hyperlinked to the 
advertiser’s designated Web page. Each sponsored content ad will be identified as such 
according to ACA’s internal policies. Sponsored content ads will include an image (supplied 
by the advertiser, sized to required dimensions) and a headline/line of text (12-word limit).

Ad Size
180 pixels wide by 150 pixels high.

File Format
Nontransparent static JPG, static GIF or animated GIF. Please note that 
some versions of Outlook do not support viewing animated GIFs.

File Size
40 kb maximum.

File Submission
The ad file must be emailed to info@leonardmedia.com at least one week 
prior to the distribution date. If advertisers have reserved space but do not 
submit a graphic file at least one week in advance, they will be charged 
for the ad space. No “makegood” ads will be provided.

Numbers shown as of 2016.

ACA Daily Ad (per week)
Duration  ACA Member Nonmember
1 week  $3,280  $6,560
3 weeks  $2,780  $5,565
6 weeks  $2,360  $4,725
12 weeks $2,021  $4,042

ACA Daily Sponsored Content (per week)
Duration  ACA Member Nonmember
1 week  $3,444  $6,562
3 weeks  $2,919  $5,843
6 weeks  $2,378  $4,961
12 weeks $2,122  $4,244

subscribers
17.1%
average email open rate— 
higher than the industry average*
*average open rate for nonprofit 
newsletters is 17%, 2016 M+R 
Benchmark Study

44%
of subscribers access ACA Daily on a mobile device

10,000

mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=
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The Hub
Online Community Advertising

9,200
The Hub community members

4,200+
Number of active members with at least one daily  
digest and/or real-time notification subscription.

12,700
Monthly page views

The Hub, ACA International’s online member community, is the 
collection industry’s go-to location for exchanging information 
with fellow professionals. Packed with practical, insightful 
information from industry experts, the website and its email 
notifications are viewed by hundreds of ACA members every day.

The Hub has more than 9,200 community members, with more than 12,700 average monthly page views. 

Contact Leonard Media at info@leonardmedia.com for rate information.

The Hub Homepage
The Hub homepage at community.acainternational.org features 
an exclusive, high-visibility ad space. The Hub homepage receives 
hundreds of unique visits from credit and collection professionals 
each day. This opportunity is limited to one advertiser per month. Ad 
specs: 250 x 250 pixel jpg or gif.

Third-Party Collection Discussion Group
ACA members post and respond to questions via The Hub website and 
email notifications. Ads appear within each post on The Hub website, 
as well as within real-time and daily digest notifications. The Third-
Party Collection discussion group includes more than 3,000 current 
community members and featured 250 new threads with close to 900 
public replies in the last 12 months. This opportunity is limited to one 
advertiser per month. Ad spec: 190 x 160 pixel JPG or GIF.

Members’ Attorney Program Discussion Group
Seeking to target your ad to attorneys in the credit and collection 
industry? This group has more than 800 current community 
members and featured close to 500 new threads with more 
than 450 public replies in the last 12 months. Ads appear within 
each post on The Hub website as well as within real-time and 
daily digest email notifications. This opportunity is limited to one 
advertiser per month. Ad specs: 190 x 160 pixel JPG or GIF.

File Submission
The ad file must be emailed to info@leonardmedia.com at least 
one week prior to the distribution date. If advertisers have reserved 
space but do not submit a graphic file at least one week in 
advance, they will be charged for the ad space. No “make good” 
ads will be provided.

Numbers shown as of 2016.

mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=
http://community.acainternational.org
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“In a world of tight 
deadlines and ever-
increasing demands 

for visual quality in 
print and promotional 

publications, it’s vital to work with the best professionals 
in the business—and you’d be hard-pressed to find 

anyone better than ACA International and their magazine, 
Collector. They provide outstanding quality that gives even 

the small businesses the same impact as the big guys.”

– Kadi Coult, Cornerstone Support

of a 2016 American Society 
of Business Publication 

Editors award!

WINNER
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Readership
Collector Magazine

Collector Advertising Gets Results 
Collector is the award-winning monthly print magazine serving the credit and collection industry. 

With more than 75 years of journalism excellence under its belt, Collector can help advertisers 
reach a large community of executives and decision makers in a variety of market niches within 
the credit and collection industry. Recently reinvented to meet the needs of an evolving industry, 
Collector’s bold, modern design and in-depth coverage of critical issues give readers the 
information they need to help grow their business and push the industry forward. Collector articles 
are regularly promoted across our social media feeds, drawing in readers from a variety of sources.

63% 
Readers who have taken action as a 
result of seeing an ad in Collector. Actions 
include visiting an advertiser website (30 
percent), discussing an ad with others (30 
percent), passing an ad along to others 
(30 percent) and filing an ad for future 
reference (18 percent).

67%
Readers who share their copy of Collector 
with at least one additional person. More 
than 30 percent share Collector with at 
least three others.

85% 
Readers who look through or read at least 
three of every four issues, with 72 percent 
reading or looking through every issue.

Collection 
Agencies/ 

Asset Buyers: 
60%

President: 30%

Creditors:
15%

Manager:
11%

Attorneys:
19%

Vice President:
19%

Attorney/ 
Counsel: 17%

Vendors: 5%

Partner: 1%

COO/CFO: 2%

Owner: 3%

CEO: 5%

Director: 6%

Miscellaneous:
6%

Others: 1%

Print Readership by Company Type

Print Readership by Job Title

Who Reads Collector?

DIGITAL:  1,500 
digital subscribers

30,000 
Average  
page views per  
digital issue

19 
Average  
number of clicks 
on links per issue

PRINT:  4,500  
average monthly circulation

Numbers shown as of 2016.

Readex Research  
Collector Readership Survey.

“We are constantly training 
on the points covered  

in Collector.”

– Niel Welborn, Todd,  
Bremer & Lawson Inc.

Increase in online opens 
between the first half of 

2015 and the first  
half of 2016.

180%
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2017 Editorial Calendar
Collector Magazine

January 
 » Consumer Communication

Ad Closing: 11/10/2016 
Materials Due: 11/17/2016
Print Mail Date: 12/30/2016
Online Launch: 12/30/2016

February 
 » Healthcare

Ad Closing: 12/13/2016
Materials Due: 12/20/2016
Print Mail Date: 1/31/2017
Online Launch: 1/31/2017

March
 » Government Affairs 

Ad Closing: 1/16/2017
Materials Due: 1/23/2017
Print Mail Date: 2/28/2017
Online Launch: 2/28/2017

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
ACA’s 2017 Spring Forum & Expo
DATE: March 13-15
LOCATION: Las Vegas

April
 » Student Loan Issues
 » ACA Convention Preview

Ad Closing: 2/15/2017
Materials Due: 2/22/2017
Print Mail Date: 3/31/2017
Online Launch: 3/31/2017

May
 » Technology
 » Regulatory Issues

Ad Closing: 3/15/2017
Materials Due: 3/22/2017
Print Mail Date: 5/2/2017
Online Launch: 5/2/2017

June
 » Risk Management
 » Healthcare

Ad Closing: 4/19/2017
Materials Due: 4/24/2017
Print Mail Date: 5/31/2017
Online Launch: 5/31/2017

July
 » Legal Compliance
 » Creditors’ Issues

Ad Closing: 5/19/2017
Materials Due: 5/26/2017
Print Mail Date: 6/30/2017
Online Launch: 6/30/2017

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
ACA’s 2017 Convention & Expo
DATE: July 16-18
LOCATION: Seattle

August
 » Sales/Operations Issues
 » Meet ACA’s New President

Ad Closing: 6/19/2017
Materials Due: 6/26/2017
Print Mail Date: 8/1/3017
Online Launch: 8/1/2017

September
 »  ACA Convention Wrap-Up 
 »  Introducing ACA’s New Board  
of Directors

Ad Closing: 7/19/2017
Materials Due: 7/26/2017
Print Mail Date: 8/31/2017
Online Launch: 8/31/2017

October
 » Hiring and Training 
 » Technology/Data Security

Ad Closing: 8/18/2017
Materials Due: 8/25/2017
Print Mail Date: 9/29/2017
Online Launch: 9/29/2017

November
 » Leadership Issues

Ad Closing: 9/18/2017
Materials Due: 9/25/2017
Print Mail Date: 11/1/2017
Online Launch: 11/1/2017

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
ACA’s 2017 Fall Forum & Expo
DATE: Nov. 1-3
LOCATION: Chicago

December
 » Asset Buying
 »  ACA’s Regulatory and 
Legislative Advocacy Annual 
Report

Ad Closing: 10/11/2017
Materials Due: 10/25/2017
Print Mail Date:11/30/2017
Online Launch: 11/30/2017

All dates and themes are subject to change. Not all themes will get a dedicated cover feature.
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Digital Edition Ad Options
Collector Magazine

27,000
Average page views per online issue

19
Average number of clicks on links per issue

Collector magazine is available in a digital edition at 
online.collector.com. With approximately 27,000 monthly 
page views, the Collector digital edition offers one more 
way for you to reach your audience. 

Benefits to readers include: all the features of Collector’s 
print edition; an interactive table of contents; links to 
advertiser websites; viewable in any Web browser with 
no additional software needed; and a download option to 
view even when not online.

Advertisers can increase their reach and visibility with 
multimedia and interactive ads.

Blow in/Bind-in/Tip-on Ads ($1,000 per ad)
Digital blow-ins are “overlay” images that appear 
on top of a page. When clicked, the ad links directly 
to the advertiser’s website. All elements can be 
animated using image files or Flash. The reader 
can close these elements by clicking on the upper 
right-hand corner; they are not “pop-ups” and 
cannot be blocked by browsers. Ad can appear over 
advertiser’s print ad or an editorial page. Editorial 
positions are limited to three per issue.
Dimensions: 400 x 300 pixels 
Maximum file size: 50 kb

Belly Bands ($1,200 per ad)
Belly bands are the same as blow-in ads, except 
they appear over the cover of the digital magazine. 
Limited to one ad per issue. 
Dimensions: 400 x 154 pixels
Maximum file size: 100 kb

Multimedia: Audio, Video, Flash Files (Contact for pricing)
Multimedia, such as audio, video and Flash files, can be integrated into blow-
in and belly band ads or embedded into the digital version of your existing 
print ad. Multimedia content plays automatically or upon demand.
Dimensions: 320 x 240 pixels or 400 x 300 pixels
Maximum file size: 100 MB

Deep Links ($250 per link)
Link graphics or logos within your ad to specific landing pages within your 
website.

File Submission
Contact info@leonardmedia.com for submission instructions.

Numbers shown as of 2016.

http://online.collector.com
mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=Collector%20Digital%20Edition%20Advertising
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Sponsored Content Advertising
Collector Magazine

Now you can incorporate your company’s 
voice in Collector’s print and digital 
editions. Sponsored content gives 
you the opportunity to write an article 
showcasing your brand and thought 
leadership that will appear in the 
magazine.  

Our editorial team will proof all content 
as necessary but the advertiser is 
responsible for the design and layout.

All sponsored content must be branded 
as such according to ACA’s internal 
policies.

Only one sponsored content piece will run per issue. Ads will be sold on 
a first-come, first-served basis.

File Submission
The ad content and image files must be submitted to info@
leonardmedia.com at least three weeks prior to the closing date of the 
issue. If advertisers have reserved space but do not submit a graphic 
file on time, they will be charged for the ad space. No “make good” ads 
will be provided.

Sample two-page sponsored content piece

Sample one-page sponsored 
content piece

Sponsored Content Specifications
One Page    
 » 500-525 words    
 » 1 image (photo or chart)    
 » Your company logo    
 » Byline info of your author    
(no more than 35 words)   

 » Rate: $2,500    

Two Pages
 » 1,100-1,200 words
 » 1 image (photo or chart)
 » Your company logo
 » Byline info of your author 
(no more than 35 words)

 » Rate: $3,700

mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=Collector%20Sponsored%20Advertising
mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=Collector%20Sponsored%20Advertising
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Display Ad Rates and Guidelines
Collector Magazine

Gross Color Display Advertising Rates
 1x 3x 6x 9x 12x 18x 24x
2-page spread $4,715 4,620 4,525 4,425 4,345 4,215 4,170
Full page $3,315 3,255 3,200 3,150 3,080 3,030 2,970
2/3 page (vertical) $2,690 2,640 2,695 2,555 2,520 2,480 2,435
1/2 page (horizontal)  $2,350 2,305 2,265 2,230 2,195 2,165 2,130
1/3 page (vertical)  $2,010 1,975 1,950 1,925 1,900 1,880 1,855
1/3 page (horizontal)  $2,010 1,975 1,950 1,925 1,900 1,880 1,855
1/4 page $1,260 1,260 1,195 1,180 1,170 1,160 1,145

Black-and-White Ads
For black-and-white ads, subtract $750 from the appropriate rate.

Premium Space
Add 30% for cover space or two-page center spread. Sold on a 12-month basis only. Guaranteed page placement in other parts of 
Collector may also be available. Contact Collector advertising representative with specific requests to receive custom rates.

Business Reply Cards, Inserts, Gatefolds, etc.
ACA International offers premium advertising opportunities that 
will help your messages stand out and get the attention you desire. 
Contact your Collector advertising representative with specific 
requests to receive rates.

ACA Member Discounts
ACA Affiliate/Vendor Members: 5%
ACA Attorney, Agency, Asset Buyer and Creditor Members: 20%

Advertising Agency Commission
Approved third-party ad agencies may deduct 15%. All contacts  
and billing must go through the ad agency to qualify.

Ad Sizes
Space   Width and Height (in inches)
2-page spread w/ bleeds 17.5 x 11.5
Full page with bleeds 9 x 11.5

 » Trim size is 8.5 x 11
 » Live area is 7.5 x 10

Full page no bleeds 7.25 x 9.75
2/3 page (vertical)  4.75 x 9.75
1/2 page (horizontal) 7.25 x 5
1/3 page (vertical)  2.25 x 9.75
1/3 page (square)  4.75 x 4.75
1/4 page   4.75 x 2.75

(no bleeds)

Full Page 2/3 Vertical 1/2 Horizontal

1/3 Vertical 1/3 Square 1/4 Page

Full Page
(with bleeds)

Dotted line indicates edge 
of 8.5” x 11” trim area. Art 
must extend 1/4” beyond 
this trim area on all sides to 
ensure proper printing. Keep 
text at least 1/2” inside the 
trim area on all sides.
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Collector Magazine

Display Ad Specifications
For best reproductions, materials should be submitted in a digital file format. High-resolution PDF/X-1a file is the 
required format. Applications such as Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign and QuarkXpress are not accepted.

For more information about print ads, contact Jeff Leonard at info@leonardmedia.com or (215) 675-9208.

PDF/X-1a File Specifications
All high-res images and fonts must be embedded in the PDF file. Using the bold, italic or other style keys is not 
encouraged—please use the bold or italic version of the font. (For example, instead of making Adobe® Garamond 
bold with the style key, use the actual font for Adobe® Garamond Bold.)

Resolution of all photography and scanned illustrations must be at least 300 dpi. Line art should be 600 dpi.

Flatten all layers and set transparency to highest setting. Colors must be CMYK. No ICC profiles, RGB or Pantone 
colors.

Ads must be suitable to print as-is. ACA is not responsible for any errors in content.

Please Note: Materials that do not meet the stated advertising specifications will be rejected. Necessary alterations 
are the responsibility of and at the expense of the advertiser. All materials must be submitted in accordance with 
the published deadlines and meet the criteria stated in the Collector policy.

File Submission
Please contact Jeff Leonard at info@leonardmedia.com or (215) 675-9208 for uploading instructions.

Display Ad Rates and Guidelines (cont.)

mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=
mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=
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Contact Information
Collector Display and Digital Edition Ads,  
ACA Daily Ads, ACA Online Ads and The Hub Ads
Leonard Media Group
(215) 675-9208, ext. 201
(215) 674-9372 (fax)
info@leonardmedia.com
www.acainternational.org/advertising
Call for ad artwork uploading instructions.

ACA Conference Exhibitions and Sponsorships
Mary Thao
(952) 928-8000, ext. 119
thao@acainternational.org

ACA Member Mailing List Rental
Pat Winters
(952) 928-8000, ext. 104
winters@acainternational.org

mailto:info%40leonardmedia.com?subject=ACA%20International%20Advertising
http://www.acainternational.org/advertising
mailto:thao%40acainternational.org?subject=ACA%20Conference%20Exhibitions%20and%20Sponsorships
mailto:winters%40acainternational.org?subject=ACA%20Member%20Mailing%20List%20Rental
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Advertising Guidelines
All advertisements are subject to review and approval by ACA 
International Enterprises (ACAE). These Advertising Guidelines 
are subject to change at any time in ACAE’s sole discretion. All 
matters and questions not specifically referenced in this policy, the 
Advertising Order Form or Advertising Terms and Conditions, are 
determined at ACAE’s discretion.

Positioning: With the exception of paid premium placements 
on covers and center spreads, ACAE will attempt to honor—but 
cannot guarantee—specific placement, positioning, page, and 
issue preferences requested in the Advertising Order Form. ACAE 
attempts to accommodate but cannot make any guarantees 
regarding placements distal to competing companies, services or 
products unless mutually agreed upon.

Claims: All claims of fact must be fully supportable and should 
be meaningful in terms of performance or any other product or 
service benefit. Advertisers should avoid the use of claims whose 
validity which may be necessary to render a claim true. Advertisers 
may cite in footnotes references from scientific literature, provided 
the reference is truthful and is a fair representation of the body 
of literature supporting the claim made. Comparison to any ACA’s 
products or services or comparisons to a competitor’s products 
or services in ACA’s communication vehicles are prohibited. ACAE 
reserves the right to demand verification for any claims made in 
any Ad.

No Endorsement: Acceptance of advertisement for publication 
does not imply endorsement by ACA or its affiliates or publications 
in any way. The inclusion of an advertisement in ACA’s publications 
is not to be construed or publicized as an endorsement or promote 
that its advertising claims are approved or endorsed by ACA or its 
affiliate organizations. Advertisements must not indicate, expressly 
or by implication, any such endorsement unless agreed to in writing 
with ACA.

Sponsored Content: All advertiser sponsored content will be 
branded as such according to ACAE policies. Advertising must be 
clearly distinguishable from ACA editorial content. Images, format, 
and layout will be such as to avoid confusion with ACA editorial 
content. ACAE reserves the right to insert the word “Advertisement” 
or other similar notification proximal to copy to avoid confusion. 
With respect to advertorials (advertisements providing information 
about a service or product in the style of an editorial or objective 
journalistic article), ACAE may modify or require advertiser modify 
text or graphics in advertisements in order to sufficiently disclose 
the paid advertising relationship to the reader. 

Claims Substantiation: All claims made 
within an advertisement must be supported by 
a reasonable basis. 

Source Identity: All advertisements shall clearly and 
prominently identify the advertiser by trademark, signature or 
name. ACAE may modify or request that advertiser modify copy 
in order to disclose source identity.

Additional Approval Considerations: ACAE may, at its discretion, 
reject or require modification of any advertisement submitted by 
advertiser. Generally, ACAE will work with advertisers to conform 
advertisements deemed unacceptable. Certain content may 
be more readily subject to rejection or modification, including 
advertisements that are or contain:
 » Irrelevant to the credit and collection industry;
 » Reference to ACA or its affiliate organizations’ products, services, 
events, or standards;

 » Promotion of products, goods, services or meetings that compete 
with those of ACA or its affiliate organizations;

 » Solicitations for membership in organizations not affiliated with 
ACA;

 » Content inconsistent with the ACA’s public relations initiatives and 
strategic plan;

 » Content tending to bring disparagement or ridicule upon ACA or 
its affiliate organizations, or upon ACA Members;

 » Testimonials and endorsements unaccompanied by proof of 
permission;

 » The use of the Association of Credit and Collection Professionals’ 
or any other affiliate organization’s name and/or logo, other than 
for purposes of representing an advertiser’s membership in the 
association or otherwise consistent with ACA’s Logo Use Policy;

 » Copy or graphics which are obscene, not in good taste or are 
otherwise inappropriate;

 » Content inconsistent with ACA editorial guidelines.

Specifications: Advertising rates and technical specification 
requirements are listed in the Ad Order Form and elsewhere within 
this Media Kit.

ACA Online: ACAE may change advertisement size, format and/or 
placement on ACA Online at any time.

http://www.acainternational.org/about-logo-use-policy-164.aspx
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Advertising Terms  
and Conditions
Advertising space purchased from and provided by ACA 
International Enterprises, Inc. (“ACAE”) is subject to the following 
terms and conditions (“Terms”):

1. Advertiser. “Advertiser” as referenced herein shall refer to the 
company on whose behalf the Ad Order Form is signed whether 
acting directly or through the use of an Advertising Agency or 
independent representative.

2. Advertising Submissions. All advertising content submitted 
by Advertiser including photographs, illustrations, artwork, text, 
graphics, and all text, URLs, and sites to which URLs are linked (“Ad 
Materials”) must be submitted in the manner and time specified 
in the Advertising Media Kit, and in conformity with the Advertising 
Guidelines and the Terms of this agreement; Advertiser’s failure to 
understand, acknowledge, and abide by them may delay or prevent 
publication of the advertisement.

3. Materials; Copyrights, Trademarks and Intellectual Property. 
Advertiser grants to ACAE and ACA International (“ACA”) (collectively, 
“Licensees”) a non-exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable and worldwide 
license to use, publish, reproduce, transmit and distribute any and 
all Ad Material or portion thereof, in any media, presently known or 
unknown, including but not limited to ACA’s electronic publications 
on the Internet and in any archival retrieval system whether that 
information is digitally stored or stored on any other media, which 
use, publication, reproduction, transmission, and distribution may be 
accomplished through Licensees’ agents for purposes of fulfilling 
ACAE’s obligations under these Terms. Title to and ownership of 
all intellectual property rights of any Ad Material and associated 
Advertiser intellectual property shall remain with the Advertiser or 
its third-party licensors, as may be the case. Advertiser agrees that 
ACAE may include the Advertiser’s name (including any trade name, 
trademark, service mark and logo) and any ad provided hereunder on 
ACAE’s advertising client list and in its advertising media kits or other 
advertising marketing materials.

4. Lawful & Compliant Advertising. ACAE does not assume any 
obligations to perform a legal review of Advertiser’s advertisement(s). 
Advertiser remains solely responsible for the contents of the 
advertisement(s). Advertiser represents and warrants that it is familiar 
with all laws and regulations applicable to its advertisement(s), that 
all Ad Material submitted to ACAE is in compliance with such laws 
and regulations, and that (a) all Ad Material is factually accurate and 
original; (b) Advertiser has the lawful right to utilize any testimonial 
or endorsement; (c) Advertiser has secured appropriate and legally 
sufficient substantiation for any claims made in its advertising; (d) Ad 

Material does not violate any law or contract, nor infringe 
the copyrights, trademarks, trade names, patents or other 
intellectual property or proprietary rights of any person or entity; 
(e) Advertiser solely owns the Ad Materials, and all of the rights 
herein granted with respect thereto are owned solely by Advertiser 
OR Advertiser has obtained all necessary consents for publication 
and distribution prior to submission to ACAE; Advertiser is authorized 
to cause to be published the entire contents and subject matter of 
the advertisement; (f) the advertisement does not constitute unfair 
competition; (g) no Ad Material contains any matter which is libelous, 
defamatory, slanderous, violates any persons’ right to publicity, 
privacy, or personality, name, or likeness, or which may otherwise 
result in any tort, injury, damage or harm to any person; (h) no Ad 
Material contains indecent, inappropriate, or obscene content; (i) 
no Ad Material contains any viruses or other harmful or deleterious 
programming routines; (j) the product, or service that is being 
promoted is not the subject of any ongoing investigation by any local, 
state or federal regulatory or quasi-regulatory authorities; (k) the 
Ad Material is not false, misleading, deceptive or unfair, and does 
not violate any applicable law or regulation governing advertising 
activity; (l) each Internet site identified by URLs in advertisements: 
(1) is controlled by Advertiser and operated by Advertiser and/or its 
independent contractors; (2) will be functional and accessible at all 
reasonable times; and (3) is in compliance with all applicable laws 
and regulations, and suitable in all respects to be linked to from the 
applicable site containing the advertisement.

5. Payment. Advertisers will be invoiced upon placement; payment is 
due within 30 days upon receipt or as otherwise specified on the 
invoice. If ACAE does not receive payment when due, ACAE reserves 
the right to cancel the Ad Order or suspend the Ad Order from 
publication until ACAE receives payment. If Advertiser has submitted 
an Ad Order for multiple insertions and fails to make timely payments, 
ACAE reserves the right to invoice Advertiser at a reasonable pro-
rata single insertion rate for any Ads published prior to receipt of 
payment. ACAE reserves the right to assess interest charges on late 
payments. If ACAE takes any action to recover payments not received, 
ACAE shall be entitled to recover interest at the legal prevailing 
rate accruing from the date due as well as its costs and expenses 
incurred in connection with such action, including reasonable 
attorneys’ fees.

6. Right to Reject or Require Modification. ACAE reserves the right 
to reject or remove the placement of any Ad or any portion thereof 
at any time if ACAE determines in its sole reasonable discretion that 
such Ad does not meet its standards, comply with the Advertising 
Guidelines or with any applicable law, rule, regulation, industry 
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guideline, or judicial or administrative order. ACAE will provide notice 
to Advertiser in such event.

7. Cancellation Policy. Advertiser must provide written notice to 
ACAE if it wishes to cancel an Ad Order. ACAE will grant refunds, if 
applicable, as follows: (a) for Collector magazine, if received prior to 
the space reservation date published in the ACA Advertising Media 
Kit; (b) for ACA Online, if received prior to the ad run commencement 
date specified in the Ad Order Form; (c) for ACA Daily, if received prior 
to 12:00AM CST on the Friday before the distribution week specified 
in the Ad Order Form; (d) for The Hub, if received prior to the last 
day of the month immediately prior to the ad run month specified 
in the Ad Order Form. Refunds for Ad Orders for which cancellation 
is received after the date specified above will be granted at ACAE’s 
discretion.

8. Remedy for Incorrect Publication or Refusal to Publish Due 
to Advertiser Error or Nonconformity. ACAE is not responsible 
for incorrect publication of an advertisement if made pursuant to 
Advertiser’s written instructions, including errors contained in Ad 
Materials or errors in publication pursuant to instructions contained in 
Ad Orders or modifications provided verbally. In the case of incorrect 
publication or refusal to publish based solely on (a) Ad submissions 
not conforming to ACAE’s technical specifications; (b) Ad submissions 
not conforming to the Advertising Guidelines; (c) Ad submissions 
rejected or removed pursuant to Section 4 of this Agreement; (d) Ad 
Materials not arriving timely enough to deliver the Ad in accordance 
with the submission dates specified in the Advertising Media Kit; 
or (e) other Advertiser delay, error or omission, ACAE in its sole 
discretion may opt to: (a) reject such Ad Order and issue a refund 
or credit to Advertiser, if applicable; or (b) postpone running such Ad 
until a reasonable period of time after (i) non-conforming Ad Materials 
are corrected, or (ii) late-arriving Ad Materials or instructions are 
received.

9. Disclaimer of Warranties. ACA PROVIDES ITS SITE AND THE 
SITES OF ITS OTHER PARTNERS IN ITS PUBLISHING NETWORK, 
AND ALL OF ITS AND THEIR SERVICES, AS PERFORMED OR 
CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER OR UNDER ANY AD ORDER, ON AN 
“AS IS” AND “AS AVAILABLE” BASIS, WITHOUT GUARANTEE OF 
CONTINUOUS OR UNINTERRUPTED DISPLAY OR DISTRIBUTION 
OF ANY AD. ACAE WILL USE REASONABLE CARE AND DILIGENCE 
ORDINARILY EXERCISED IN THE PUBLISHING INDUSTRY TO PREVENT 
ANY ERROR OR OMISSION IN EACH ADVERTISEMENT; ACAE 
OTHERWISE EXTENDS NO WARRANTIES OR ASSURANCES WITH 
RESPECT TO ANY AD PLACEMENT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OF FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARISING 
FROM COURSE OF DEALING OR COURSE OF PERFORMANCE. 
ACAE CANNOT GUARANTEE NUMBER OF IMPRESSIONS, 
CLICKTHROUGHS, CLICKRATES OR OTHER PERFORMANCE-BASED 
METRIC FOR ONLINE ADS. THE SALES REPRESENTATIVE OF ACAE, 

WHETHER EMPLOYEES OR INDEPENDENT 
REPRESENTATIVE, ARE NOT AUTHORIZED 
TO MAKE WARRANTIES IN CONNECTION WITH 
AD PLACEMENTS. ORAL STATEMENTS OF THE 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE 
WARRANTIES, SHALL NOT BE RELIED UPON BY ADVERTISER 
AND ARE NOT PART OF THE TRANSACTION. ACAE EXPRESSLY 
EXCLUDES ALL WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS, CONDITIONS 
AND ALL OTHER TERMS OF ANY KIND IMPLIED BY STATUTE OR 
COMMON LAW. CERTAIN STATE LAWS DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS 
ON IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF 
CERTAIN DAMAGES. IF THESE LAWS APPLY TO YOU, SOME OR ALL 
OF THE ABOVE DISCLAIMERS, EXCLUSIONS, OR LIMITATIONS MAY 
NOT APPLY TO YOU, AND YOU MAY HAVE ADDITIONAL RIGHTS.

10. Limitations on Liability for ACAE Errors, Omissions, or Failure 
to Publish or Distribute. ACAE will not be deemed in breach of this 
Agreement in the event it is not able to honor a specific position 
request due to ACAE’s conflicting editorial or positioning needs. In 
the event Advertiser has paid a premium for a particular position, 
reimbursement for failure to publish in a particular position shall be 
limited to a refund or credit to Advertiser of the premium associated 
with such position request. In the event of interruption of display or 
distribution of any Ad in digital media, ACAE’S sole obligation will 
be to restore service as soon as reasonably practicable. Advertiser’s 
sole remedy in the event of any other publication error, omission or 
failure of any kind on the part of ACAE is limited to a refund or credit 
equivalent to the price paid for the Ad Order, limited to the cost of 
that portion of the Ad Order wherein the error occurred, not to exceed 
the full amount paid by Advertiser for the Ad Order. Alternatively, 
ACAE may offer, at its discretion, and Advertiser may opt for a 
subsequent “make-good’ advertising placement. Notwithstanding the 
forgoing, for ACAE errors or interruption that do not materially affect 
the value of the advertisement, ACAE may grant refunds or credits in 
its discretion. ACAE’s liability to Advertiser is limited in all cases and 
in the aggregate, to the total amount of Advertiser fees paid within 
the prior 12-month term; however, no such limitation shall apply to 
intellectual property infringement claims or ACAE’s willful misconduct 
or gross negligence. Advertiser retains the right to obtain equitable 
relief where appropriate. Advertiser waives any claim for incidental, 
special, punitive, indirect or consequential damages of any kind 
including without limitation, damages for loss of profits and the like, 
even if ACAE has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

11. Changes to Agreement. These Terms are subject to change by 
ACAE without notice. ACAE may change ad size, format and/or 
placement at any time for ACA Online Ad Orders.

12. Term of Agreement. This Agreement shall be effective as of the date 
an Ad Order is accepted by ACAE and shall remain effective through 
the ad run duration specified in the Ad Order Form.

Advertising Terms and Conditions (cont.)
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13. Indemnification. Advertiser agrees to defend, indemnify and hold 
ACAE and ACA International, and their affiliates and respective 
directors, officers, principals, managers, members, partners, 
shareholders, employees, and controlling persons and their affiliates 
(“Indemnified Parties”), harmless from all damages and liabilities 
resulting from or relating to demands, claims, actions or causes of 
action, assessments or other losses, costs and expenses relating 
thereto, interest and penalties thereon and attorneys’ fees, legal fees 
and any other expenses in respect thereof or in enforcing ACAE’s 
rights hereunder, by reason of or resulting from or attributable 
to Advertiser’s breach of this Agreement, or any warranties or 
representations made by Advertiser hereunder.

14. Force Majeure. ACAE will not be in breach of these Terms by reason 
of any failure in performing in accordance thereto if the failure arises 
out of causes beyond the control and without the fault or negligence 
of ACAE. Such causes may include, by way of example only, acts of 
God or of the public enemy, acts of the government, fires, and floods 
and other catastrophic events.

15. No Waiver. No provision of this Agreement shall be waived except 
pursuant to a writing executed by the party against whom the waiver 
is sought.  No waiver will be applicable other than in the specific 
instance in which it is given.  No failure to exercise, partial exercise 
of, or delay in exercising any right or remedy or failure to require the 
satisfaction of any condition under this Agreement shall operate as a 
waiver or estoppel of any right, remedy or condition.

16. Assignment. Advertiser shall not assign this Agreement, in whole 
or in part (by assigning any right or delegating any duty under 
this Agreement), voluntarily or involuntarily, by operation of law or 
merger, or in any other manner, without ACAE’s prior written consent 
which may be withheld in ACAE’s sole discretion.  Any purported 
assignment or delegation by Advertiser without ACAE’s prior written 
consent is void.  Notwithstanding the forgoing, upon written notice 
to ACAE, Advertiser may assign this Agreement to a successor in 
interest to all or substantially all of the assets of Advertiser or to an 
affiliate of Advertiser. ACAE may assign this Agreement, in whole or 
in part to an affiliated entity or to any party by operation of law or by 
merger or in connection with the sale of any line of business. 

17. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, 
illegal or unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of the 
remaining provisions will not be affected or impaired.

18. Independent Contractors. ACAE and Advertiser are independent 
contractors.  Nothing in this Agreement creates a relationship of 
agent and principal, partners, joint venturers or employer-employee 
between the parties, and no act or obligation of either party will in any 
way bind the other.

19. Governing Law and Venue. The laws of 
the State of Minnesota, without regard to 
Minnesota’s choice-of-law principles, govern all 
matters arising out of or related to this Agreement.  
The parties agree that the exclusive forum and venue for 
any legal action arising out of or related to this Agreement 
shall be the United States District Court for the District of 
Minnesota, and the parties submit to the personal jurisdiction of 
that court.  If neither subject matter nor diversity jurisdiction exists in 
the United States District Court for the District of Minnesota, then the 
exclusive forum and venue for any such action shall be the courts of 
the State of Minnesota located in Hennepin County, and the parties 
submit to the personal jurisdiction of that court.

20. Disputes or Claims. Any Advertiser dispute or claim arising under 
these Terms must be submitted in writing to: ACA Enterprises, ACA 
International Communications Department, 4040 West 70th Street, 
Edina, Minnesota 55435 or rosso@acainternational.org. If invoiced 
charges are disputed, Advertiser must timely remit that portion of the 
invoiced charges not in dispute while resolution is pending.

21. Survival. Those provisions of this Agreement that by their terms, 
nature or sense survive any termination or expiration of this 
Agreement, including all representations, warranties, and indemnities, 
shall so survive in accordance with their terms.

22. Integration and Binding Effect. The Advertiser will be presumed 
to have read and to be in agreement with the entire Terms herein, 
the Advertising Guidelines, and Ad Order Form. Such agreement 
is indicated by the Advertiser’s signature on Ad Order Forms. The 
Ad Order Form is an offer by Advertiser to purchase advertising 
space from ACAE in accordance with and subject to the terms 
herein and therein. ACAE will be deemed to have accepted the 
Ad Order Form when it sends Advertiser notice of acceptance in 
writing or displays the Ad specified in the Ad Order Form, whichever 
occurs first. ACAE’s acceptance is expressly limited to these terms. 
Any acknowledgement or other communication issued by ACAE 
in connection with the Ad Order Form will be for the purposes of 
describing in greater detail the advertising space to be provided 
and/or for record and accounting purposes only, and any terms or 
conditions set forth in such communication will not apply to the Ad 
Order Form and will not be considered to be ACAE’s exceptions to 
these Terms. The Ad Order Form and these Terms, together with any 
documents incorporated herein and therein by reference, constitutes 
the sole and entire agreement of the parties with respect to the 
advertising space, and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous 
understandings, agreements, negotiations, representations and 
warranties, and communications, both written and oral, with ACAE 
or its advertising sales representative(s) with respect to the subject 
matter of the Ad Order Form.

    v 1 7/16/2016
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